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The engine compartment side of Ian Webb’s McEwan Pratt railcar 
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Continuing with the installation of 
Kadee couplers to locomotives and 
rolling stock, the  most recent has 
been a number of Bachmann tank 
cars.  Here is a short photo essay on 
this project. 
Apart from one 600mm radius 
turnout in the coal yard all other 
curves are 1500mm or greater.   

The modification to the Kadee 
couplers allows a two truck car to 
traverse  the 600mm radius curve.  
Not that this is intended to be 
common as most cars passing 
through this turnout are to be four 
wheel type. 

The photos show the process that 
was carried out on the eight 
Bachmann tank cars. 
The Kadee 930 Couplers were 
purchased from Reindeer Pass , Polk 
City, IA.  
http://www.reindeerpass.com/ 
  

 Culcreuch Fold Garden Railway Workshop 
Report & Photos: Ian Galbraith, Rangiora 
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3d Printing  at home.  
Simon Sharp, Auckland 

What is 3-d printing? 

A l s o  k n o w n  a s  R a p i d 
Prototyping, 3-d printing is a 
way of printing out a pattern 
direct from a design loaded on a 
computer using a replicator, or 3
-d printer. 

The principles of 3-d printing 
are quite simple. A computer 
doesn't print letters or motifs. 
What it does is tell a printer to 
go down the page squirting ink 
as directed from top to bottom. 

Unlike a paper printer a 3-d 
starts in the middle and works 
outwards and then repeats the 
pattern at different layers, each 
one higher than the one before. 
Also it doesn't use ink. What is 
used is plastic spool of either 
1.75 or 3mm diameter which is 
then heated and extruded as a 
molten plastic onto a flat 
surface. More advanced, 
commercial printers, can print 
directly in molten metal. The 
printer is able to print in 3 sizes 
Coarse (0.6mm), medium (0.45), 
and fine (0.3) 

Patterns 

Can be self designed using 
simple programmes such as 
netfabb, or more advanced 
programs which allow more 
detail.  In addition as with all 
things on the internet, there are 

free downloads from other 
people.  A good place to look is 
either Thingiverse or Yeggi. 
You are looking for .stl files. 
Because there are also designs 
for laser cutting and other 3-d 
project techniques on there. 

Some ready available projects 
are girder and covered bridges, 
LGB flatcar, modern bogie at 1-
29th scale a gauge 1 bogie listed 
as 1-32. Various useful scenic 
items such as water towers, 
buildings, crates, barrels and oil 
drums. 

Simon’s Diamondage 3D printer Photo: Michael Hilliar 
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Many projects are in several 
pieces, and then assembled 
afterwards. 

Once you have your design you 
then have to convert it into 
machine code. For this I use a 
free programme called Repetier-
Host, which is German based 
freeware. This program has the 
advantage of telling you if the 
design is not “watertight”, which 
means that it may not print 
properly. 

The program also allows you to 
resize the original project to suit 
your requirements. So, for 
example, a project described as 
an 0-scale Bridge (1-43) resized 
by 2 gives you a garden scale 
bridge (1-22.5) The same can be 
done the other way, i.e. half size 
bridge would be 1-87 or HO 
scale. 

The program also allows you to 
rotate the pattern to allow 
printing with as large a surface 
area as possible face down on 
the level bed and to go 

diagonally across the printing 
area 

Having loaded your default 
settings of temperature, printer 
size and nozzle size it is as 
simple as pressing a button 
marked slice. This automatically 
manufactures a g-code in a form 
usable by your printer – 
Different machines have 
different codes (Makerbot is 
known as Makerware). You save 
this code on the computer. 

On my machine you then 
transfer this to a SD card and 
insert it into the printer. From 
here you press print and off the 
machine goes.  You can print 
directly from the computer, but 
if you do you have to ensure that 
it doesn't go to sleep as this 
stops the printing process but 
not the printer. Similarly, if the 

The printer head using self made gears Photo: Michael Hilliar 

Parts for the Hudson tipper Photo: Michael Hilliar 
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print aborts for any reason you 
have to start again. 

My machine has a glass bed 
which moves on the x axis. The 
printer nozzle moves on the y 
and z axes and runs at 170 
degrees on the first layer and 
165 degrees for subsequent 
layers 

The glass bed is used because it 
is flat. To help the project stick 
to the glass Pritt stick is rubbed 
on. This provides stickiness, but 
also a rough surface for the 
molten plastic to grip. Some 
machines have a heated surface. 

I am still playing around with 
the process. I have had a 
warping issue, which is possibly 
to do with ambient temperature, 
as it only affects large scale 

patterns. Small items are 
printing well. 

The process isn't particularly 
quick. A set of 4 wheels of 
21mm diameter takes about an 
hour and a half.  A Hudson 
tipper took 2 hours for the 
chassis, 2 hours for the tipper 
and an hour and a half for the 
wheels. 

A fully commercial machine 
known as Makerbot is available 
from Warehouse stationery / 
Harvey Norman and Noel 
Leeming all sell them, and many 
stores will show you them 
working. 

They cost $1995 per unit for a 
10cm x 10cm x 12.5cm high. 

W a r e h o u s e 
Stationery also 
have a 20cm x 
20cm x 10cm for 
$3500. 

Diamond Age is 
a small New 
Z e a l a n d 
company based 
in Henderson 
that make a 
simpler machine 
u s i n g  p a r t s 
fabricated by 
t h e i r  o w n 
replicator, This is 
closer to a self 
made machine 

but has been made 
and tested before despatch. They 
are also very helpful with 
queries because having made it 
themselves they can understand 
what you are asking. 

The Machine comes with the 
programs for your computer and 
the default settings already 
tested. 

The larger machine prints 40cm 
x 40cm x 20cm high. And costs 
$2500 including a 1kg reel of 
plastic. 

The plastic reels look like the 
stuff that goes in garden 
trimmers, but is of a much better 
quality. It comes in kilo reels 
and  costs from Diamond Age 
$50 per kilo or $5 / 100g. 
Buying in quantities of 10 units 
reduces  the  cos t  qu i te 
substantially. 

Some other development work done on South African coach bogies Photo: Michael Hilliar 
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Thanks to a rather good idea 
from Chris Drowley the 
Wellington Garden Railway 
Group rounded out it’s winter 
range of activities by having a 
Project and Maintenance 
Afternoon in the Tawa Baptist 
Church Hall in August rather 
than risk a cold afternoon out in 
a garden.  Typical though, 
w h e n e v e r  w e  o r g a n i s e 
something inside to spite the 
weather the weather spites us 
with a day that we could have 
run trains outside.  However it 
was cold and the hall was warm 
and from the good turnout of 

members, plus a few potential 
new members as well, the hall 
was the place to be. 

From the general buzz around 
the hall the idea went down very 
well and will become a staple on 
our winter calendar.  So just 
what did we do beside enjoy the 
usual good company and 
conversation?  Wayne Haste was 
pottering along with some of his 
fine scratch building of DR 
stock in styrene, discussing 
techniques and the virtues of 
German narrow gauge.  Chris 
Drowley, our battery power 

guru, had one of the new RCS 
2.4GHz control system being 
fitted and alongside the 
Aristocraft/Crest Revolution 
system there was much 
discussion on the merits of the 
two systems.  Like so much in 
life there is no “one size fits all 
solution”, pros and cons for 
each, easy availability being a 
big plus in RCS’s favour for 
simple installation, Revolution 
probably still ahead for complex 
installations.  John Seward also 
had some of the RCS controls 
fitted to his Bagnel Drewey and 
Roundhouse shunters so we 

Project and Maintenance Afternoon 
Report & Photos: John Robinson, Tawa 

An overall view of the WGRG Project and Maintenance afternoon. 
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could see them in use, the units 
are much smaller than the 
c o m p a r a b l e  R e v o l u t i o n 
receivers. 

Gavin Sowry sorted a colour 
light signal for use to indicate 
polarity on his layout reverse 
loop – a very cunning idea.  
David Allen recently made some 
typical NZR (or is that Kiwi 
Rail) crossing alarms and was 
demonstrating a system he’d just 
perfected using reed switches, 
relays etc. (i.e. stuff I don’t 
properly understand) to switch 
on and off the crossing alarms to 
match train lengths, you’d think 
he did this sort of thing in his 

Wayne Haste scratch building DR rolling stock. 

David Allen demonstration the workings of his new crossing alarm 
system to Eddie Sanderson 
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day job.  I did some 
maintenance on my log bogies 
and also on my Bachmann 
Climax.  Others such as Phil 
Smith and Brain Cashmore 
added some tasks and queries in 
as well, not to forget a DVD’s 

running continuously including 
some of Doug Ingham’s fine 
work.  A couple of others had 
things to discuss or have solved 
too but I have run out of 
memory.  Of course we did have 
a loop of track for testing out 

things fixed or serviced, or just 
for play. 

For me the highlight of the 
afternoon wasn’t for once the 
cakes, it was Ian Webb’s almost 
completed outstanding model of 
NZR’s 1912 McEwan Pratt 

The combination of Ian Webb’s McEwan Pratt NZR railcar and freelance trailer coach. 

The trailer coach 
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railcar.  Perhaps I should say it 
is based on NZR’s railcar as it is 
way better than NZR’s one.  In 
fact NZR’s one was basically a 
failure in operation and didn’t 
last long, but Ian’s is the direct 
opposite.  It is a beautiful 
statement of craftsmanship and 
attention to detail.  Modelled in 
15mm to the foot to match other 
stock and buildings on his 
railway is a small concession to 
make, (so that makes it 3’ gauge 
rather then 3’6’’ on 45mm 
gauge) but it looks so right.  
Made from a mix of recycled 
timbers including Mahogany, 
Matai, Jarrah and Kauri over a 

plywood shell the lightly 
varnished finish lifts the colours 
and textures so that it just oozes 
the atmosphere of days gone by.  
One day I’d like to make a 
model of the McEwan Pratt 
railcar, but I’d have to paint 
mine like NZR did, I need to 
paint my models to hide the 
mistakes, Ian’s attention to detail 
is something to aspire too.  The 
McEwan Pratt was rather typical 
of the sort of experiments being 
carried out world wide in the 
early 1900’s for passenger 
service on rural lines.  If NZR’s 
railcar had been successful it 
could have ended up sporting a 

trailing coach like many 
successful versions around the 
UK and Ireland did.  So it’s not 
without some prototypical 
justification Ian’s railcar has a 
trailing coach too, equally 
impeccably finished. 

Did I say Ian’s railcar was the 
highlight of the afternoon for 
me?  Oh you guessed!  Actually 
the afternoon was one of those 
sessions that you come away 
feeling quite motivated, pleased 
to be part of the garden railway 
scene.  That said, roll on spring 
to get running trains outside on 
our running days again; though 
it will probably rain! 
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Just look at the attention to detail Ian has put into this outstanding model 
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9th National Garden Railway 
Convention 

Hosted by Christchurch Garden Railway Group 
Russley Golf Club and Conference  Centre Christchurch 

6—8 February 2015  
 

The Convention venue will open at 8:00am on Friday 6 February 2015 for registrations and 
the setting up of Buy, Sell and Swap tables as well as display areas.. 

The programme will start with the Official Welcome at 9:00am  
A full programme has been organised to allow for Garden Railway visits and informative 

workshops/clinics. 
Morning and afternoon teas will be provided each day as well as lunches.  An evening meal 
will be included on Friday evening at the Convention venue, partners and/or friends will be 

able to attend this at the cost of the meal, $20.00. 
A Convention Dinner will be held on the Saturday evening, partners and/or friends will be 

able to attend this at the cost of the meal, $40.00. 
The bar will be open on  a pay your own way 

We expect to wind up the Convention mid afternoon on Sunday 8 February 2015, when it is 
hoped the venue for the next Convention will be announced. 

Further information, and Registration Forms will be sent out in later this month, together with 
an Order Form for a Convention Shirt 

There are a number of Motels within walking distance of the venue 
Airport Christchurch Motel 55 Roydvale Ave, Burnside, Christchurch 8053 

Airport Palms Motel 56 Roydvale Ave, Burnside, Christchurch 8053 
Airport Delta Motel 61 Roydvale Ave, Burnside, Christchurch 8053 

Airport Lodge Motel 105 Roydvale Ave, Christchurch 8053 
Aarburg Airport Motel 94 Roydvale Ave, Burnside, Christchurch 8053 

 
To register your Interest in the Convention, and receive personal updates, send your name and 

contact details to: 
9ngrc@culcreuchfold.org.nz or post to: 9NGRC, 3 Church Street, Rangiora, 7400 
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A Visit to Malcolm Baker’s Railway 
The Christchurch Garden 
Railway Group’s August 
Running Gay was at the home of 
Malcolm and Iris Baker in 
Amberley. 

This is a new railway, still under 
construction.  The Running Day 
gave Malcolm the opportunity to 
check areas that may need 
adjusting, as members ran their 

trains 

With some slight adjustments in 
the coming weeks this will be a 
great railway on which to run 

Triple headed passenger train Photo: Chris Greer 

Chris Greer’s local freight on the outer figure of eight loop Photo: Ian C Galbraith 
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trains with smaller engines, 
which is what Malcolm runs. 

While the afternoon started out 
cloudy, the sun came out and 

trains ran well into the late 
afternoon, with a break for 
afternoon tea. 

This layout will be seen on the 

layout tours at the National 
Garden Railway Convention to 
be held in Christchurch, 6-8 
February 2015. 

Graeme Moar setting up on the siding Photo: Lyn McClure 

All attention as the trains roll by Photo: Lyn McClure 
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Double headed passenger train Photo: John Lammiman 

John Lammiman’s kit bashed Rail bus Photo: Lyn McClure 
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Overall view of the railway Photo: Dave Hancox 

Graeme Moar’s train on the inside section of the outer loop Photo: Dave Hancox 
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More Enhancements on The Kippenberger Line 
Photos: Lyn McClure, Rangiora 

Alf gets down to work on preparing a site for a fire hydrant Photo: Lyn McClure 

Still digging Photo: Lyn McClure Nearly installed Photo: Lyn McClure 

The Circus is safe now that  the Fire Hydrant is in. Photo: Lyn McClure 
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October 4‐5 2014 Christchurch Model Train Show 
October 25‐26 2014 Great Li le Train Show, Invercargill 
November 6‐9 2014  Pokaka Cultural Convoca on, Pokaka 
November 15‐16 2014 RailEx 2014, Elsdon, Porirua 
February 6‐8 2015 9th Na onal Garden Railway Conven on, Christchurch 
 To register interest: 9ngrc@culcreuchfold.org.nz 
May 30‐1 June 2015  AMRA Conven on Auckland, North Shore 
July 6‐11 2015 Na onal Garden Railway Conven on, Denver, Colorado 

Coming Events 

INTERNET 
Looking to buy online.  Try these 

Reindeer Pass Railroad:   http://www.reindeerpass.com/    R L D Hobbies:   http://rldhobbies.com/ 
Toottoot:   http://toottoot.co.nz/    Mack’s Track:  http://www.mackstrack.co.nz/ 

Trainworld:   http://www.trainworld.com/    Star Hobby: http://www.starhobby1.com 
 

Some local videos: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y59b5N06Asg&list=UUlfB_Qvyyg9zkDUWL7mRFhA 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-OCZlncr448&index=2&list=UUlfB_Qvyyg9zkDUWL7mRFhA 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MZ0GzJGun4A&feature=youtu.be 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gIZrXLtCbCo 

More Construction on The Dry River Railway 
Photos: Christine Collett, Carterton 

Part of the new viaduct Nearly completed new snow shed 

Lee Collett, a retired sheet metal worker, is in the process of replacing the wooden trestle on the Dry River 
Railway with a viaduct.  This is made from sheet steel in his well equipped workshop.  Also under 
construction is a snow shed and all the posts and ancillary components for the overhead catenary 
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New Zealand Garden Railway Contacts  
There are a number of Garden Railway Groups in New Zealand.  Most have Running 
Days at least once per month, Summer and Winter.  With one or two exceptions where 

the Large Scale railway is indoors, the majority of the railways are situated in 
gardens.  Some are at ground level, while some are raised. 
Listed below are the contact details for the various Groups 

The Garden Whistle is produced by the Christchurch Garden Railway Group and 
includes information about the activities of the various Groups and their members 

 

Auckland 
Club  Contact: Auckland G Scale Society Inc 

C/- Michael Hilliar, 22 Halver Road, Manurewa, Auckland 2102.  
h 09 266-4745  

Email: mhilliar@orcon.net.nz  

Waikato 
Club Contact: GROW: Garden Railway Operators of Waikato!  

Grant Alexander, PO Box 1172, Cambridge.  
Ph 07 823-0059. Email: gscale@clear.net.nz  

 

Wairarapa 
Club Contact: Wairarapa Garden Railway Group.  
C/- Lloyd Dickens, 55 Titoki Street, Masterton.   

Ph 06 370 3790. Email:lloyd.dickens@wise.net.nz 
 

Wellington 
Club Contact: Wellington Garden Railway Group  

C/- John Robinson, PO Box 56039, Tawa, Wellington 5249  
Ph 0274 427 160 Email: jdmcm.robinson@xtra.co.nz 

 

Christchurch 
Club Contact: Christchurch Garden Railway Group  

Chairperson: Don Ellis. P.O. Box 7145, Christchurch 8240  

Ph 03 365 6555  Email: don@computercables.co.nz    


